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Prepare for a disease even deadlier
than Covid, WHO chief warns

The WHO's Dr Tedros said threat of another pandemic can't be kicked down road
He unveiled new global scheme to spot and track the most dangerous pathogens

By EMILY CRAIG SENIOR HEALTH REPORTER FOR MAILONLINE
UPDATED: 08:11 EDT, 23 May 2023

The planet should be ready for a disease even deadlier than Covid, the head of the
World Health Organisation warned yesterday.

Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus told the World Health Assembly forum that the
threat of another public health crisis could not be kicked 'down the road'.

He also claimed that, despite the darkest days of the pandemic being consigned to
history, a doomsday Covid variant with the power to send the world back to square
one could still spawn. 

In Geneva, Switzerland, Dr Tedros said : 'The threat of another variant emerging that
causes new surges of disease and death remains. And the threat of another
pathogen emerging with even deadlier potential remains.'

Despite Covid no longer being a global health emergency, the health threat is not over, Dr
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus (pictured) told the World Health Assembly (WHA) in Geneva,
Switzerland, yesterday
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In 2018, the WHO identified nine priority diseases (listed) that pose the biggest risk to public
health. They were deemed to be most risky due to a lack of treatments or their ability to cause
a pandemic
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He was speaking as the WHO unveiled a new global scheme to spot and track the
most dangerous pathogens at an annual meeting of its 194 member states.

No specific diseases were named. But 'Disease X' — a place-holder given to a
devastating pathogen not yet discovered — is on the UN agency's list of pressing
threats.

Dr Tedros' comments come after the WHO earlier this month declared that Covid
was no longer a public health emergency of international concern. 

Instead, the virus is now considered an 'established and ongoing health issue'.

It marked a major step and came three years after a cluster of Chinese residents in
the city of Wuhan came down with a mysterious illness in December 2019.
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READ MORE: Countries
with the fattest under-
5s revealed: New WHO
league table sees
Britain ranked 22nd...
and the US isn't even in
the top 50!

Neither Britain or the US feature in the top
20 of a new league table based on data
published by the World Health Organization
(WHO) — but Australia comes in at second 

At the WHA's 76th meeting, the WHO launched the International Pathogen
Surveillance Network (IPSN). It will give all nations access to genomic sequencing to
identify and respond to emerging disease threats using genomics.

Genomics – the study of the genetic material found in a virus – helps scientists spot
mutations that can make a pathogen more infectious or deadly. 

Scientists can then develop treatments and vaccines that work against them, while
nations can mount a timely response.

The IPSN will see researchers,
governments, charitable foundations and
the private sector work together to
monitor bugs.

Dr Tedros said: 'We cannot kick this can
down the road.

'When the next pandemic comes
knocking – and it will – we must be ready
to answer decisively, collectively and
equitably.'

The WHO has identified nine priority
diseases that pose the biggest risk to
public health. They were deemed to be
most risky due to a lack of treatments or
their ability to cause a pandemic.

Covid is on the list, along with Crimean-
Congo haemorrhagic fever, a disease
transmitted by ticks which kills 30 per
cent of those it hospitalises.

Ebola, which kills around half of those it
infects, is another. It causes vomiting,
diarrhoea, a rash, yellowing of the skin
and eyes and bleeding from multiple orifices, including the eyes, ears and mouth. 

Marburg, one of the deadliest pathogens ever discovered, with a case-fatality ratio of
88 per cent, is also a threat. It causes similar symptoms to Ebola.

Lassa fever, which is mild or causes no symptoms in 80 per cent of cases, kills
around 1 to 3 per cent of those it infects. It is endemic in parts of West Africa but just
11 cases and one death have been recorded in the UK.

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS) and Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS) are also on the WHO's pandemic watch-list.
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This graphic, from March 2020, showed the Covid pandemic in a visual timeline comparing it
to history's most deadly pandemics. It shows the bubonic plague, also known as the Black
Death, was the most lethal of all diseases, killing roughly 200million people in the 14th
century. However, Covid is shown as killing 6,400 people at this point. The WHO estimates it
has now killed 20million 
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Share or comment on this article: Prepare for a disease even deadlier than Covid,
WHO chief warns

MERS causes a fever and cough which can develop into pneumonia and breathing
difficulties. It was first spotted in the Middle East in 2012 and kills around 35 per cent
of those it infects.

SARS, first identified in China in 2003, was the first severe and infectious new
disease this century, has a case fatality ratio of three per cent.

Nipah virus, first spotted in humans in 1998, causes a flu-like illness which can
develop into breathing difficulties. It kills around three-quarters of those with
confirmed infections.

The WHO is also concerned about Rift Valley fever, spread by infected animals and
usually spotted in sub-Saharan Africa. It kills around one per cent of those infected. 

Zika virus, another pathogen of concern, is mainly spread by mosquitos and is
usually mild. Severe cases are rare, but it can cause complications for pregnant
woman and babies. 

The UN health agency has also warned about 'Disease X', reflecting the fact that the
next pandemic could be caused by a pathogen currently unknown to cause human
disease.

WHO officials are currently working on an updated list.
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Geridofem, Cochise, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The New Emperors Newer Clothes.
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realistic realism, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

WHO Officials trying to stay on the GRAVY TRAIN
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step, manchester, 3 days ago

Bought and paid for by China.
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V.for.Vendetta, Middle Earth Lancashire , United Kingdom, 3 days ago

He can say what he wants, no one is putting a needle in me ever again!
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on pal Olivia Attwood's
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clip of his daughter
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success of Buddy and
River's cookery tutorials

Rebel Wilson dazzles
in an elegant mint green
gown as she poses with
her stunning
fiancée Ramona
Agruma at Cannes
dinner 

Christine McGuinness
breaks a WORLD
RECORD on live TV
after showing off her
bizarre talents
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Lyn, Adelaide, Australia, 3 days ago

Geridofam brilliant summary
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NO2ID2020, Reformist., United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Now the WHO has been given the power to take control in a medical emergency of any UN n
including the UK, we see it preparing to do just that. Covid was planned and the UN's grab o
over not just the UK but all 194 UN Nations is complete, objective achieved, and now we see
lining us up in order to exercise that power. We knew Boris and Co. were behaving oddly ove
Covid and this is why. Like Governments before them giving away our soverignty to the EU, 
are now giving it away to the UN. Believe me, none of this is random, UN Agenda 2030 and 
reveal the global dystopian plan of those who occupy its corridors and the globalist who supp
will profit from this. Just because it is so unbelievably huge, does not make it any less real.
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Citizen, Cardiff, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Does Dr Ghebreyesus have information that Chna or even Russia have even more diseases
in their laboratories that they might release or by accident, if so is he being paid by China to 
the World in constant fear

94
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TrueWorldOrder777777, Bum, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Right! And Can you stop calling Tedros a doctor DM - hes a doctor or philosophy , not medic
And thats the least of his crimes. The WHO and tedros work for Gates/pharma who fund the
majority of the WHOs budget. They do not work for us - that is why the WHO are removing a
language in International Health Regulations that protects the rights to human dignity , privac
freedom. We must exit the WHO

188
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TrueWorldOrder777777, Bum, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Aint it strange how we have never known so many global pandemics until the
WHO/UN/GATES/PHARMA/WEF started global Pandemic Preparedness simulations? H1n1
flu, zika, ebola, sars, sars cov - and on and on. Its a rich mans trick! Welp, some news for the
- hear this well - OUR CHILDREN ARE NOT FOR SALE! .

171
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Hans Slipz, UN War Crimes Tribunal, Christmas Island, 3 days ago

Lots of tin foil hats put in the comments. Not like the article didn't give you a handy visual gui
just how many pandemics there have been in the past 1500 years.

11
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LF, London, 3 days ago

@TrueWorldOrder77777 SPOT ON!!

109
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Bladejogger, Bebington, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

I'm hoping that this really triggers the tin foil hat brigade. It's the perfect opportunity for them 
hoist by their own petard and providing the world with a solution to the chronic over-populatio
well as getting rid of the stupid people in one fell swoop.

9
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D.O.A., Van Buren, United States, 3 days ago

Vote by mail.....desperation.

50
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Q101, Omnipresent, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

They are preparing you for the next plandemic, the trial run worked well, and all the little shee
rolled up their sleeves and hid in their houses. now they know they can control us, they will d
more and more. 15 min cities, the camera are everywhere. soon it will be social scoring whe
will be hunted down and oppressed because we won't conform.. Dont believe me, try search
china and the Uighur people.
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Lucy, Chester, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

A disease deadlier than one with a 99%+ recovery rate? Rightio.

160

TrueWorldOrder777777, Bum, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The big problem with this WHO treaty is that if your govt signs it - YOU WILL HAVE NO CHO
voice in the next plandemic. They are amending legal language and making it binding that th
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The Keeping Up With
The Kardashians party
boy reaches a milestone
as Kourtney's family
wishes him well

Ashley Benson looks
very much in love with
her oil heir beau
Brandon Davis as they
dine on pasta in Paris
 

Helen Flanagan wows
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from her fiancé

Coronation Street's
Arianna Ajtar shows off
her taut abs in a skimpy
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can do whatever they please including injecting you and your kids,locking you up, and shutting you
The new treaty and IHR amendments will remove all your legal rights. EXIT THE WHO! . . Stand in
power.
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null, Plymouth, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Well I reckon Doctor Who is talking rubbish as usual

53
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Lover of Dogs, Mystery, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The Next Deadliest virus will be released by Bill Gates and his mates in Davos, Depopulation
Covid failed to achieve. Stay away from the Jabs or they will succeed.

126
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Juice Terry, West Yorkshire, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Typical responses from the rat lickers who would rather trust in the word of Right Said Fred t
experts in virology.

10
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Tamuli, Leeds, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The WHO have lost all credibility

155
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mishmashgirl, London, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

they will push a deadly vaccine on us and we won't be able to refuse.

87
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Helenoftheworld, Amman, Jordan, 3 days ago

Don't waste your time on them. It's useless. The Idiocracy (2006) was a glance into the future

63
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Ash Potato, Bedford, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Of course, it will all be b 0 ll ox again, but this time the WHO thinks it has the power to force a
to take one of their dangerous 'vaccines'. Crap times ahead.

133
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cornwallforever, Truro, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Fool me once, shame on you - Fool me twice, shame on me!

161
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Mimi Two, Atlantis, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

WHO desperate to get all countries to sign up to the its global pandemic treaty - which gives 
and UN powers which supersede those of national governments - OUR national government
unknown and unl;imited powers over us. Worst case scenario? At any given time, WHO and 
could declare a 'pandemic' of any sort, instigate 'countermeasures' of any sort, and send in U
troops to ANY country to ensure nation abides by WHO laws. Remeber in China they were
padlocking people in their homes FOR WEEKS, in Oz they were separating families into 'cam
So no. We don't want your WHO treaty, we don't want your power grab.

161
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Had enough, London, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

I hope to God you're all seeing this now? Your compliance lead to this!

164
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DMR1234, Norwich, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Covid leaked out of Chinese lab and was funded by the West. So what is he saying? They're
to deliberately unleash another?

142

Click to rate

Had enough, London, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

History of plandemics is just that, they're highlighting all their crimes, and boy its a long list! A
all gonna fall for it again?

115

NO2ID2020, Reformist., United Kingdom, 3 days ago
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IAG, the UK Government have already agreed to do whatever the WHO tells them to do, they have
choice to say no, or do something else. That is to give away the right to self determination and that
giving away soverignty. You know it, we know it, trying to deny it is simple stupidity.
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Quizartshaderach, Bath, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

WHO = N M E tottallly co op ted... same as NAY TOE...

59
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sado_23a, London, 3 days ago

And yet 99% of people will still wear masks and take whatever dangerous drugs they offer.

102
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Maggiechops, London, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Someone trying to keep their job

42
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TWRM, Buckinghamshire , United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Is this the WHO that recommend teaching 0-4 yo about xes with adults and playing with you
and between the ages of 9-12 should have their first xes experience

101
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Joe.Bidet, HllHole, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

They need the Great Sa* anic Reset as Convid/Ukr failed. & our WE F gov.+ MSM will roll ou
blackouts, blaming Ru. We're being played by W E F Tories & Labour & W E F royals.OUR
destruction IS the ultimate goal. Ukraine war is a W E F WW3 attempt sponsored by Rochild
os and their other W E F minions. To get rid of human rights as we know it and put us into sm
depop 15 mns cities. Rev 9 11 - their dem on ic bosses rise from the pit on our s o u l energy
Charles is their minion too and their relative. This Rochilds brood coronation was dem o nic. 
day. May 6 2023 - May 5 +6 + 7 (2023 makes a 7)=18 = 6x6x6. And we are supposed to cele
our Rochilds W E F jetsetting 15 mns depop city lizard over lords. Three cheers for the king -
Strong's Concordance, precise linguist translated hbrew and greek - word No.3 - sa_ _t an. &
Charles' boss Obama, H_ tler grand son Rochilds D i B i r d Sh o w. Also Jonathan K leck Yo
Exiles on YT. Gen 315, 6.4, J o h n 8. 44.
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Joe, Wolverhampton. UK, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Unelected charlatans, being supported by OUR Taxes, want to give orders to OUR Governm
which is elected by OUR Electorate. The WHO and the WEF are the biggest threat to OUR l
Earth.

121
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I Am Godzilla, You Are Japan, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

@NO2 - Again, that's just complete drivel. Do you honestly expect anybody to believe that th
government has agreed to all the terms of a treaty that hasn't even been properly drafted and
ratified yet? WHO has no such enforcement mechanisms anyway. Stop lying, you sound par
and deranged.
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Londonstandave, London, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Odd that the lab in w u han never got taken out...if it truly was responsible for so many death
only 2yrs in human history when the seasonal flu disappeared

70

Click to rate

MrsIncredible, London, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The graphic states that covid killed 6.5k people??? All the lockdowns and economic disaster
that! It's shameful what the psychological lesson in complacency has done to us. Children liv
businesses ruined.
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Zarathustrian, Leicester, 3 days ago

Everyone needs to be aware that they are trying to draft legislation to take away everybody's
human rights, and if the government signs that away, they will be powerless to stop whateve
W.H.O. try to implement. We've seen how dangerous a 'one size fits all' solution is.

106

A Drunken Horse, A pub somewhere, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

No there are really dangerous virus that are just a slight mutation away from something that 
wipe out our modern existence. For example if Marburg had a longer incubation period we'd 
huge trouble. At the moment it burns through ots victims too quickly for it to spread before we
get it under control. The scary thing is the dustrust because of the likes of WHOs constant "T
is falling" warnings and the people selling theirc rap to social media science denying "researc
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wounds': Britney
Spears reveals she feels
'blessed' to have made
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Lipa channels her inner
disco diva in the new
music video for her
single Dance The Night
off the Barbie movie
soundtrack
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when one of these viruses does finally hit so many people won't do what we need to do to save ou

9
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Potatowithawig, Bournemouth, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Course its not all over. Fauci met with Gates in 2009 to discuss a decade of vaccination. We
only three years into it!
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A Drunken Horse, A pub somewhere, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Mrs incredible that graphic was made on the 15th March 2020, ot was declared a pandemic 
11th March so that was 6.5k in 4 days

9
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Mr Smith, Coventry, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The EU just held The International Covid Summit with damning evidence....no coverage on
MSM....They are still experimenting...remember, Hong Kong was about to explode...a million
on the streets....it would have been an international incident involving China, UK and US...wh
timing
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Mimi Two, Atlantis, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

don't forget, Prof Susa.n Michiie lifelong commmunist party member nicknamed ;'staIin's gra
her friends has been appointed to lead the WHO's 'behavioural insights ' team. Also Tedros i
reportedly a member of Ehtiopia's commmunist Tigrrayan People's Iiberation Front (TPL.F). T
is not even a real medical doctor!! Doctorate of Philosophy in Community Health from the Un
of Nottingham in the United Kingdom and a Master of Science (MSc) in Immunology of Infec
Diseases from the University of London. His rise through the WHO was supported Chi.na!
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UnViejo, Texas, United States, 3 days ago

Totally lacking credibility.
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Scaryface..., Manchester, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

They will learn from their covid mistakes and this time you will not be able to say NO... fact
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WhiteTroll, Under the bridge, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

This is the New World Order. It will only ever stop when we all say NO.

130
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Hoboh2o, Manchester, 3 days ago

Sorry Teddy boy, you just confirmed the NWO worst nightmares.

17
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Nick, Soton, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Whitetroll - far too many people like being told what to do. It's appalling weakness.
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WhiteTroll, Under the bridge, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

And a weakness that could be the downfall of humanity Nick. People are waking up though -
faith in that.
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TimeForABreak, JustUpTheRoad, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

What's wrong with being prepared for the inevitable?

3
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foxholes lodge, sheffield, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Here we go again. this is why we don't want that W.H.O treaty.
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TOWIE's James Argent
shows off him slimmed-
down frame in a grey
skirt and beige chinos
as he serenades the
ladies in Marbella
restaurant

Georgina Rodriguez
exudes elegance in a £1
MILLION diamond
necklace and a
sparkling black dress at
the amfAR Cannes Gala

Why did Tina Turner
leave the US and how
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live in Switzerland for?

'I can't believe this is
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viewers left stunned as
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a 15 PERSON orgy
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popularity is 'unsettling'
for King Charles and
Queen Camilla - but
Palace see Kate as
'great model for
monarchy', experts say

Disney's Little
Mermaid live action
remake ditches 'weird'
Ariel feature for Halle
Bailey over worries
about 'real bodies' 

PICTURED: Britney
Spears' mom Lynne
Spears waits patiently
to reunite with pop star
daughter who is seen
driving with a pal while
holding her phone

Pink Floyd's Roger
Waters is investigated
by German police after
dressing as a Nazi
during Berlin concert
that featured inflatable
pig with Star of David

Bebe Rexha puts on a
busty display in a baby
blue jumpsuit as she
rocks out on stage at
the amfAR Cannes Gala

 Resurfaced 2006 clip
of a shirtless Tom
Sandoval auditioning to
be a MODEL on MTV
reality series The Hills
goes viral after Raquel
Leviss affair scandal

Who is Lily-Rose Depp's
girlfriend 070 Shake and
what is her real name?
Artist who has worked
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Dr Chung Chung., LONDON, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Well I didn't sign it, so it has no authority over me.

22

Click to rate

bass bhoy, Dingle, Ireland, 3 days ago

This isn't news. Bill Gates told us long ago, in the video where he and Melinda smirk in deligh
the thought of it. As the one of the top donors to the WHO, it is nice to see that his donation c
with the influence that they will repeat whatever he tells them. When the pandemic treaty get
passed the WHO will have the power to go door to door and force vaccinate people. Do you 
them to have that much power?
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Maurice Ponk, Wichian Buri, Thailand, 3 days ago

The most dangerous disease on the planet are these WHO liars. Dealers in in big pharma killer
junk.

2 of 11 replies See all replies
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Sam somewhere, Outerspace, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The most dangerous people on the planets are those doing gain of function research in
labs with poor security and safety protocols.

038
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Angry_Parent_USA, Across the USA, United States, 3 days ago

it's all for filling their
pocket$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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fedupwoodchester, Gloucestershire, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Another plandemic. This muppet is useless and our government want to sign us up so WHO take
responsibility of any further plandemics.
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Nikki, Bath, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

So now I am absolutely convinced that this pathetic DM arrow system is a b s o l u t e b o
l l o c k s.
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Angry_Parent_USA, Across the USA, United States, 3 days ago

He's a evil criminal. A bona fide true criminal in every sense of the word.

010
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Gaz069, Torquay, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Undiscovered yet they saying its deadly and more powerful than covid more scaremongering
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THX1968, England Town, Algeria, 3 days ago

Undiscovered but crazily it has already been patented even though it doesn't exist. Just
like the moderna patent that expressed a zoonotic virus out in the wild never before seen
in some bat cave. You just go back to sleep and follow the next mandate.
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Angry_Parent_USA, Across the USA, United States, 3 days ago

It's us vs them. The WHO & WEF are our enemies!!!

017
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Laughing cat, Water, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Prehaps if we didn't encourage illegal migration might help
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event
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MillicentPc, Bristol, 3 days ago

All part of their deadly plan

48

Click to rate

bass bhoy, Dingle, Ireland, 3 days ago

In Canada, not being able to afford health insurance is seen as a valid reason for being put o
MAID, assisted dying program. When they arrive by small boat, ask them if they can afford h
insurance. If not, then they could be put on a new UK version of MAID. Better than Rwanda,
cheaper and 100% effective. The boats would stop in days.

13

Click to rate

And breath, London, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The biggest threat to mankind are the power mad organisations that are telling and forcing the rest
of the human race what they should and shouldnt do .. and most are run by the same
megalomaniacs ..

2 of 5 replies See all replies

141853

Click to rate

Quizartshaderach, Bath, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

@ JKay1984, ignorance laziness & stupidity are the worst diseases of all, deadly in some
cases.... weALL need to speakup, and NEVER STOP...

066

Click to rate

masr, Milton, United States, 3 days ago

Stirring up the foolish sheeple again to mask and jab up for something with a death rate of
less than 1%!!!

155

Click to rate

Cynical, International Space Station , United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Ffs, give it a rest. You've had your five minutes in the spotlight you can now crawl back under your
rock.

151435

Click to rate

Brokendrum, Everglades, United States, 3 days ago

Pandemic is their entire gimmick. Like DA's that keep criminals on the streets to keep
crime high, proving they are needed, WHO must project deadly disease to stay relevant.
Fauci proved this with HIV. Decades researching without a cure because a cure ends the
grants and grants are payroll.

020

Click to rate

Not Today Thanks, Manchester, 3 days ago

They love it don't they?

2 of 7 replies See all replies

111196

Click to rate

Question_Every_Thing, Mars, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Now it's 'The $cience'.

154

Click to rate

Question_Every_Thing, Mars, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

People WILL pay attention because they plan to release something that WILL have
people dropping like flies in the street. Probably with VERY visible signs too. Not just a
sniffly nose or cough.

444

Click to rate

Newshound Mutt, Wigan, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Just making noises to justify his job. Whilst we should be prepared for any future health events,
this man is just spreading the fear to remain in the public domain.

12791

Click to rate

TheUnbeliever, Bromsgrove, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

I bet they know the exact time and date and Pfizer already has an mRNA jab for it. Don't fall for it
again.

5467

pins in a fabulous
white gown on the blue
carpet at the amfAR
Cannes Gala
Stunning 

Brazilian singer Anitta
shows off her flawless
figure in a tiny bikini
and rainbow mesh outfit
as she films new music
video in Rio de Janeiro

Spike Lee announces
the death of his jazz
bassist father aged 94:
Acclaimed composer
scored his son's early
films 

James Corden keeps it
casual while heading
out for lunch in Malibu
as he RETURNS to the
US... after quitting
Hollywood to move
back to the UK 

ALISON BOSHOFF:
Brooklyn Beckham's
cookin' up a line of
aprons and spoons...
the less said about his
cooking with a rescue
puppy, the better

Casey Donovan
reveals the daily diet 
she follows to achieve
her incredible weight
loss - after dropping
below 100 kilos for the
first time in her adult life

 Esther Rantzen, 82,
reveals lung cancer has
reached Stage 4 after
announcing diagnosis
in January - but says
she is 'grateful' for her
long life

Meet Marco Pierre
White's stunning
ballerina daughter
Mirabelle: Chef's 21-
year-old joins him in
Sydney for his Out of
the Kitchen show 

 Former Bond star
Colin Salmon reveals
his decision to join
EastEnders was led by
desire to be close to
wife Fiona as she
battles a lung condition

Alice Eve cuts an
elegant figure in semi-
sheer embroidered pink
midi dress as she leads
the stars at the DKMS
Gala 2023

Helena Christensen is 
radiant alongside
Alessandra Ambrosio
and Jourdan Dunn on
the amfAR gala 2023
runway in Cannes

Lily James looks
stressed out while
taking a phone call for a
scene on the set of her
upcoming thriller Relay
in New Jersey

Glowing Sam Frost
and her fiancé Jordie
Hansen dote over their
adorable newborn son
Ted as they celebrate
Survivor stars 28th
birthday 
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Click to rate

Rose-Mary, Who cob-webbed my Country, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Already rehearsed and orchestrated - SEERS, to be sung in UNISON from the same, global hymn 

91

Click to rate

Labour ruined the UK, Trannville, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The W H O is a disease

1451

Click to rate

dan bolton, bolton, 3 days ago

The W.H.O clearly stated there will be 10 years of pandemics from 2020- 2030 , how do they know
this and is it all planned out by them ...?

2 of 4 replies See all replies

3430

Click to rate

Question_Every_Thing, Mars, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

It's called ka rma. They most use revelation of method to wash themselves of their sins. If
the people accept it they are blameless under the eyes of their demonic god.

141

Click to rate

NightWatchmen, Manchester, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Because if a few people catch a cold they now call this a pandemic, even if nobody dies

05

Click to rate

Chudjak, Pol, United States, 3 days ago

Almost every disease is deadlier than covid though. Covid is not and never has been a real
problem.

11416

Click to rate

Emigrate if you can, Off to Thailand, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Fauci will release covid 2. They want the world population reduced to less than one billion. The
elite want all the world's resources for themselves.

10384

Click to rate

wego4321, Syracuse, United States, 3 days ago

No no no no. We must reduce co2 to net zero. That is why this is done.

886

Click to rate

Maggie2753, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Maybe if they stopped developing new diseases in labs and then leaking them out to the general
public, there may not be another deadly man-made problem.

3350

Click to rate

Jesnz, Auckland, New Zealand, 3 days ago

Nobody is listening. The game is up. Arrest him

3336

Click to rate

Cynical, International Space Station , United Kingdom, 3 days ago

No doubt Starmer is wetting himself at the thought of being able to order a lockdown.

2 of 4 replies See all replies

11319

Click to rate

The bells, Big town, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Red and blue are different sides of the same coin. They are not here to help.

022

Click to rate

Tony, Stockport, 3 days ago

But Duchess, he wanted to lock us down earlier, harder and longer, and he was proved
wrong

117

Rgj17, Eastbourne, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Kevin Hart and wife
Eniko both rock stylish
sweater ensembles as
they take daughter
Heaven, 18, out to
celebrate graduation at
Soho House in Malibu

Rebel Wilson shows
off her slimmer figure in
a strapless green gown
as she is joined by
glamorous fiancé
Ramona Agruma at the
amfAR Cannes Gala

Camila Cabello rocks a
black leather jacket
while Shawn Mendes
wears all blue as the on-
again couple meets up
for dinner date in New
York City

MasterChef viewers
slam 'pretentious'
contestant for asking
judges to wear
HEADPHONES and
listen to 'winter sounds'
while eating a dessert

The Power Suit
Princess... How Kate
Middleton is using her
wardrobe to show she
really means business!

Jason Sudeikis
proudly tries out
hometown hot sauce Da
Bomb Beyond Insanity
during Hot Ones
premiere

Katie Holmes keeps it
casual in blue jeans and
half-tucked white shirt
for stroll through
Manhattan's Soho
neighborhood

'Life got a whole lot
sweeter': Duck Dynasty
star Sadie Robertson
welcomes her second
child with husband
Christian Huff

Ariana Madix is joined
by Katie Maloney to
check out progress on
their sandwich shop...
after jilted reality star
revealed she made
$200K just on MERCH
after Scandoval

You be sayin' naan
naan naan naan naan!
Beyoncé's crew orders
an Indian takeaway
backstage in
Sunderland 
Currying favour up north 

Hilaria Baldwin
brushes off being
mocked for 'horny
teenager' workout video
as she steps out for
stroll with husband Alec
Baldwin and their kids

Grantchester's Kacey
Ainsworth 'splits from
husband of 18 years
Darren Hales and finds
new love with actor
Liam Tobin'
Moving on  

The changing face
(and body!) of Stassie
Karanikolaou! Kylie
Jenner's lookalike BFF
parades her slimmed
down look at Cannes
gala

Kim Zolciak is selling
SEVEN wigs from her
treasured collection
after ex Kroy Biermann
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Does anyone seriously still believe these criminals

300

Click to rate

Quizartshaderach, Bath, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Only the trollzz and the dullardzz... their time is allmost up....

13

Click to rate

Harley..Quin.., Somewhere in England.., United Kingdom, 3 days ago

When have they got it planned for????

3290

Click to rate

Question_Every_Thing, Mars, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

US election time.

040

Click to rate

Skhanum, Birmingham, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Bill Gates has already said the next pandemic is going to be much worse than covid and it will
affect children this time round, now how does he know this

2256

Click to rate

Question_Every_Thing, Mars, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

'the next pandemic will REALLY catch their attention' - Bill Gates

073

Click to rate

WhiteTroll, Under the bridge, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Because he's jabbed them.

016

Click to rate

keeptheshepherdsclose, Nottingham , United Kingdom, 3 days ago

How. Do. You. Know. It's. Deadlier. Than. Covid. Unless. Your. Planning. To. Release. Something.
Deadlier. Than. Covid.

3250

Click to rate

jellybeaninpensacola, pensacola, United States, 3 days ago

Because even the common flu is more deadly than covid

329

Click to rate

Blue-72, realitycentral, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Which vaccine is G A T E S investing in, that'll be the one

3246

Click to rate

Fwederick, Stafford, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

He did a pandemic rehearsal months before the real one. That was an eye-opener.

1121

Click to rate

KMQEH, Everytown, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Gates? Mr Epstein's friend?

160

Click to rate

Englishcitizen, Derventio, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The biggest danger to the human race is WHO themselves.

2210

Click to rate

Red4life007, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The most dangerous pathogens are the UN and the WHO.

1188

Click to rate

munchenfez, Dorfen, Germany, 3 days ago

Politicians of all stripes and colours are the most dangerous threats to humankind.

059

accused her of having
a gambling problem

Real Housewives of
New Jersey star Dolores
Catania slips into tight
little black dress after
shedding pounds using
Hollywood weight-loss
drug 

Jessica Alves puts on
a VERY busty display in
a yellow skin-tight
jumpsuit as she attends
the Summer Is Coming
Party in Chelsea
Eye-catching display  

Evan Rachel Wood
'hands over primary
custody of son, 9, to
Jamie Bell due to safety
fears after ex Marilyn
Manson made threats
towards child'

Mark Labbett shows
off his slimmer figure in
a black T-shirt as he
enjoys a romantic
dinner date with new
girlfriend Hayley Palmer
Trim  

Leonardo DiCaprio
spends time with 'close
friend' Irina Shayk at the
76th Cannes Film
Festival after
celebrating Killers Of
The Flower Moon

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Farewell to the
glamorous Duchess of
Manchester once
attacked by a speargun
It's not all cocktails,
castles and laughter

Georgina Rodriguez
joins ageless Andie
MacDowell, Poppy
Delevingne and Shanina
Shaik at the premiere of
the racy French drama
Last Summer in Cannes

Chrishell Stause oozes
elegance while G Flip
opts for casual-cool for
SiriusXM interview...
after exchanging
wedding vows despite
not being legally
married

Today's headlines Most Read
Revealed: 60% of patients at busiest NHS
hospitals have waited 18 weeks for
routine treatment - five times...

Militant junior doctor booted out of BMA
following outrage over his 'white supremacist
patriarchy' rants is...

12million Brits WON'T get free flu jab this
winter after health chiefs scrap offer for
anyone aged 50-64 in...

High Court judge throws out damages case
brought by 170 women and children who say
pregnancy test drugs...

Woman who can't stop farting gets her
body cracked to 'stop gases'... only to let
off wind straight in...

The fitness regime that transformed Jeff
Bezos from scrawny bookstore boss to buff
billionaire: OCTOPUS for...

WHO do you think you are? Outrage over
'unprecedented land grab' that 'could see
World Health Organization...
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The Mighty Biff, London, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Sounds more like a threat than a warning.

2187

Click to rate

Alec Flores, Halifax , United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The World Health Organisation are bio terror*sts

1170

Click to rate

Mr Carlsen, Oslo, Norway, 3 days ago

People are starting to see and understand that they are being lied to about pandemics and climate
change. Those who cannot see through their lies will be removed.

4170

Click to rate

Question_Every_Thing, Mars, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The biggest threat to the New World Order is an awakened population. Which is why they
use every trick in the book to flood us with propaganda. The easiest way to avoid being
brainwashed is to throw out the TV and avoid the mainstream media.

140

Click to rate

CliveG, Southampton, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The WHO should be closed down. They are not fit for purpose.

3166

Click to rate

Ava Layne, Snowy Wonderland, United States, 3 days ago

Covid tops Ebola on the list?! A cold vs. bleeding out of every orifice in the body. This only further
solidifies the WHO 's incompetence. Unbelievable.
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Click to rate

The Girl on Fire, Hunger Games, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The more virus mutates the less lethal it becomes

220

Click to rate

Phil Payton, Runcorn, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Unless it's mutating to penetrate a leaky vaccine. Then it could potentially get much more
deadly.

02

Click to rate

BringBackGuido, Truro, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

No jabs for me sunshine. Do one.

7159

Click to rate

allen23, manchester, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The figures only bumped up in early 21 after they had started the 'roll out'
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Ben Hall, Ipswich, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Project Terror again! They're using it to keep the lid on us while they re-establish a dystopian feudal
society. We all know what we have to do.
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JuanosDeago, Lunar, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

8 billion people locked down over something that killed what, a million? And most of those were the
extremely elderly or infirm that were going to die of something else within weeks anyway. The rest
of us had a bit of a cold.
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whizzbiker2, Ottawa, Canada, 3 days ago

COVID death figures were exaggerated

267

Col-NI, Belfast, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Why everything you have been told about
calories is WRONG

Cancer-stricken father, 37, told he was
infertile after gruelling chemotherapy is
now expecting a son - but...

Seven foods that will help you get better
sleep, according to experts

I'm a sleep expert - this is what it means if
you keep dreaming about your ex

Breast cancer breakthrough with new AI that
can predict if disease will spread - and
experts think it could...

Five crumbling NHS hospitals in danger of
collapsing will be rebuilt under £20billion
scheme 

Ovarian cancer, the condition dubbed the
'whispering disease' because it can go from
stage 1 to 3 in just a...

100% lab-grown babies in FIVE YEARS:
Japanese researchers are on cusp of
creating human eggs and sperm that...
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Turner died from natural
causes at home  - after
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cancer and four
decades of high blood
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Tina Turner promotional
video for being 'too fat
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he and Carrie Fisher
had 'a connection that
is special' despite
having 'tumultuous
relationship'
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Burt Bacharach had just
$200,000 in 'personal
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his death - but his major
assets may be held in a
trust 
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commencement speech
to Harvard University
graduates - days after
THAT red carpet
appearance in Cannes 
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unrecognisable after
swapping wild lifestyle
to become a married
vegan father of one - but
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is?

Dean Cain finalizes the
sale of his lavish Malibu
mansion for $6.25M...
about a million less
than his original asking
price 
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Chandran admits to
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The name of that disease? The World Health Organisation
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Janed21, Londoner, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

100 percent

58

Click to rate

Dmme89, Tx, United States, 3 days ago

Pandemics typically happen once a century and last about 18 mths. We have had 2 pandemics..
Covid and monkeypox in the last few years. Covid lasted 48 months, and when people ignored
monkeypox, it lasted a week.
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Jeel, Bolton, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Spot on

153
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emptysky, Murcia, Spain, 3 days ago

The worlds most deadly pathogen is WHO, Bill Gates, & WEF

3132
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Jp1010, Florida, United States, 3 days ago

Grow up

671
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TrueWorldOrder777777, Bum, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Aint it strange how we have never know so many global pandemics until the
WHO/UN/GATES/PHARMA/WEF started Pandemic Preparedness simulations? H1n1, bird flu,
zika, ebola, sars, sars cov - and on and on. Its a rich mans trick! Welp, news for the elites - hear
this well - OUR CHILDREN ARE NOT FOR SALE!

3131
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jkol, London , Congo, 3 days ago

The only thing lethal to the population are these people.
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Question_Every_Thing, Mars, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

We are many. They are few. They fear us and just like a trapped animal they will lash out
to defend themselves.

07

Click to rate

moderateman, bournemouth, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

You're right,my brush with flu was worst than COVID and I've had worst brushes over the
past 20 years

04

Click to rate

Blootooner, Peterhead, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Remember folks, the WHO & WEF are pushing for countries to accept their recommendations for
managing all fiscal & health matters as mandatory. These unelected, unaccountable scions that
work solely for huge corporation interests are demanding that our leaders surrender the sovereign
& democratic right to decide our futures! These agenda's are all progressing in the political
background with most of the public unaware. Digital currency is almost guaranteed unless we stop,
this will allow them to track every aspect of spending, set limits, control our spend etc.
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Miss-the-Link, Woke field, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The truth shall set you free!

025

snoopythedog, Axminster, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

WHO Pandemic Treaty, which transfers power from democratically elected governments
to the un-elected WHO, is being pushed at the upcoming 76th World Health Assembly
summit, set to take place from May 21st to 30th. Check out stopwhotreaty petition.

feeling 'vulnerable'
amid her overnight fame
and says she stays
'sane' by NOT having
close friends her own
age in the film industry

Gwyneth Paltrow, 50,
is thrilled daughter
Apple, 19, is back from
college adding the teen
now 'bickers less' with
brother Moses: 'My
heart is full'

MAUREEN
CALLAHAN: Tina Turner
never asked for pity...
while today's poor-me
pampered celebrities
and Montecito moaners
play the victim

Leggy Heidi Klum, 49,
and her husband Tom
Kaulitz, 33, pack on the
PDA with a smooch at
the amfAR Cannes gala
- after her awkward
wardrobe malfunction 

Poppy Delevingne
turns heads as she
dazzles in a gold
sequinned co-ord while
attending the Last
Summer premiere at the
Cannes Film Festival

Amelia Gray Hamlin
puts on a VERY leggy
display in a chic white
minidress as she walks
the runway at the
amfAR Gala 2023 during
Cannes Film Festival

Wiz Khalifa and Amber
Rose prove they're
amiable exes as they
celebrate son
Sebastian, 10, going to
5th grade with Wiz's
girlfriend Aimee Aguilar

Sylvester Stallone's
daughters Sophia and
Sistine celebrate sister
Scarlet's 21st birthday
with a picnic in the park
Enjoyed a day out on
Thursday to celebrate  

Stella Maxwell sets
pulses racing in a sheer
black dress with
buttoned detail as she
walks the runway at the
amfAR Cannes Gala
2023
 

Cristiano Ronaldo's
girlfriend Georgina
Rodriguez flaunts her
incredible curves in a
gold sparkling gown at
the Last Summer
premiere in Cannes 

EXCLUSIVE  American
Idol winner Iam Tongi,
18, reveals to
DailyMail.com what he
REALLY thinks about
THAT rigging scandal
and his divisive victory

Jodie Comer and Will
& Grace star Sean
Hayes turn up the star
wattage at Outer Critics
Circle Awards in NYC
Made a red carpet
appearance  

Oprah's Senate slim
down? After DECADES
of weight loss battles
Winfrey is in her best
shape - so is it a sign
she's replacing the
ailing Dianne Feinstein?
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The Current Thing, FifteenMinuteGhetto, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The biggest threats to the world are Globalist organisations, their offshoots, and their bought off
politicians.
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Labatt, Down The Shore NJ, United States, 3 days ago

Wonder what they're cooking up for us next

0123

Click to rate

StopThisMadness, Cardiff, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

It's going to be really bad and designed so that those who refuse the jabs will be the first
to die. Not because the 'new' jab will work wonders, but because the design of their new
pathogen will kill off those who are sceptical about the jabs, making everyone rush to take
the poison. The jabs, of course will kill everyone, but over a few years so the effect won't
be so obvious. The added bonus for WHO is that this will make the jabbers feel smug and
virtuous and at last they will feel they have been 'vindicated. They will sneer at all the
'stupid deniers' - until they die too but from something else that the jab has been designed
to 'encourage' in their bodies.

014
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ExpatErsk, The Great Wide Open, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

De-fund this maniacal, unelected dictator and the Gates funded WHO before it's too late (Also
check out Tedros's prior human rights attrocities!).
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Bailed out, Stavanger, Norway, 3 days ago

WHO want governments to allow them to be in charge of global pandemics.
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Eliza Goodberry, Muros, Spain, 3 days ago

And who is one of the largest donors to the WHO? The Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation. He who pays the piper calls the tune.

044
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Jon, Notts, 3 days ago

Thats funny because the WHO cannot be trusted. They lied about covid for months at
Chinas request to do so.

05

Click to rate

ProperGander1, Cardiff, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

They need to create something that will stop population growth. WE are the biggest virus to this
planet and will end ourselves.
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Grim Oop North, Oop North, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

I think they already did that PG, many reports of 'womens issues' after the jab, even from
the nurses at work.
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Jon, Notts, 3 days ago

They already did! Check out the falling fertility rates globally

08
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benhurst82, Norwich, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The jabs are ready, now they just have to cook up the virus

2108

Click to rate

N.T.F, Suffolk, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Prepare for a disease even deadlier than Covid, WHO chief warns....we just have to think of a
name for it.

1107

Aria1111, Devon, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Famed New York
restauranteur behind
Italian eatery that was
frequented by everyone
from Beyonce to J-Lo to
Sylvester Stallone dies
at the age of 64 

Kate Beckinsale, 49,
shows off her daring
sense of style in a
sparkling purple frilled
fishtail gown as she
arrives for the amFAR
Cannes gala

Addison Rae puts on a
leggy display in a denim
minidress with a ruffled
white collar while taking
a stroll around NYC
Caught the eye on
Thursday  

Kim Kardashian
teases a glimpse of her
toned abs in white crop-
top paired with
bejeweled leggings as
she supports brother-in-
law Travis Barker

Emmerdale viewers
slam ITV for 'over
hyped' car crash as
Moira smashes into
Nicola leaving daughter
Angel unconscious and
bleeding

Myleene Klass
radiates summer vibes
in a chic yellow polka
dot dress as she joins
glamorous Fleur East at
the 2023 Women's
Football Awards

Jersey Shore Family
Vacation: Jennifer
'JWoww' Farley makes
fun of absent Angelina
Pivarnick's engagement
during Deena's All Star
Family Fun Dinner
special episode on MTV

B2K singer Raz B
breaks a hospital
window and climbs onto
the roof before police
negotiator lures him
back in

Elon Musk looks
carefree as he touches
down in Los Angeles
with son X after
disastrous Ron
DeSantis Twitter
presidential campaign 

Kiwi model Georgia
Fowler leads star-
studded arrivals in $20k
gown at the 2023 amfAR
Gala in Cannes
Joined he star-studded
arrivals on Thursday 

Blake Lively flashes a
wide smile and waves to
her fans while filming a
scene for upcoming
romance feature It Ends
With Us in New Jersey
Hard at work 

Petra Nemcova
showcases her toned
legs in a strapless red
gown as she is joined
by husband Benjamin
Larretche at the amfAR
Cannes Gala 2023

Fin-tastic! Halle Bailey
is sensational as Ariel in
Disney's $250 million
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They've made a huge amount of people very ill with a certain medical intervention, I don't think they n
release another virus.
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Clarke38 , Boston, United States, 3 days ago

Why do I get the feeling he is not warning us but threatening us?
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Click to rate

BobbyBillington, Magor, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

'The threat of another variant emerging that causes new surges of disease and death remains. And
the threat of another pathogen emerging with even deadlier potential remains." say the WHO.
Read between the lines; we were working on it in our Ukrainian Labs but have suffered a "setback"
......but don't worry we'll get it out to just as soon as we can with some half baked cover story about
Bird flu mixing with Covid and producing a new virus ( Flying Covid?), that will be transmissible and
lethal to humans...and that we've already got a "vaccine" for....
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reeview, carlisle, 3 days ago

WHO's biggest donor and supporter, billionaire Bill Gates, is proud to admit that his
investments in vaccines have returned 20x profit. Another bonanza coming?

036
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Code Name Verity, Warfield, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

What have they cooked up for us now. I can guarantee this will be man made
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StopThisMadness, Cardiff, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Man made in the Ukraine too, which is why they want Putin gone. He bombed a secret
lab in Chernobyl (what a great place to put a secret lab - somewhere where the rest of us
thought no one could enter) and years of gain of function on viruses was destroyed there.
Apparently horrible experiments were taking place. No wonder the narrative is 'Putin bad'
they are playing us like fiddles.
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April11, Wonderland, United States, 3 days ago

They are not warning us... They are threatening us.
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Nova Lulu, Arlington, 3 days ago

Amen to that!!
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WeThePeopleRule, Ventura , United States, 3 days ago

Because contagious diseases have never existed before!
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GaryH01, london, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Thats if the vaccine doesnt get you first.
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GaryH01, london, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

So vaccine didnt work for them then
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GaryH01, london, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Pray tell where has the AZ vaccine disappeared to and why? There is even a government
website to claim for damages caused by AZ vaccine.
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Pagewizards, Dodge, Angola, 3 days ago

Biggest threat is this tool!

098

age, London, 3 days ago

live action remake of
The Little Mermaid 
The remake has already
created a mighty splash 

Forget the unions,
what about the lives
ruined by their strikes?
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV 
Worth watching 

Hailee Steinfeld looks
stunning in THREE
monochromatic outfits
while promoting 
Spider-Man: Across The
Spider-Verse in NYC

Vanderpump Rules
star Ariana Madix
shows off her fit frame
in a tank top and denim
jeans for an outdoor
photo shoot...after
explosive reunion

Ed Westwick gives
stunning girlfriend Amy
Jackson a sweet peck
on the cheek as she
stuns in a watercolour-
style floral dress at the
amfAR Cannes Gala

Elsa Hosk leaves little
to the imagination in a
VERY revealing sheer
cut out dress as she
attends the star-studded
amfAR Gala 2023 in
Cannes

Michelle Keegan looks
downcast while dressed
in a Burberry trench
coat as she films
scenes in Manchester
for new Netflix thriller
Fool Me Once

EPHRAIM
HARDCASTLE: King
Charles should be flush
now that he funds just
seven royals from his
£24 million Duchy of
Lancaster income 

Eva Longoria shows
off her toned pins in an
shimmering sheer black
dress at the amfAR
Cannes Gala
Caught the eye on
Thursday evening 

Victoria Silvstedt
dramatically boosts her
ample cleavage in a
light blue semi-sheer
dress as she attends
the amfAR Cannes Gala
2023

 Eastenders fans slam
Ben Mitchell for making
cancer stricken Lola
Pearce-Brown's death
'all about him' as he
pursues treatment
despite her wishes

Kim Kardashian is
NOT happy with Kanye
for accusing her mother
of masterminding sex
tape and Playboy shoot:
'I get heartbroken for
my mom'

Ashley Graham turns
heads in a very stylish
white linen suit with
huge flares and an
enormous wide-
brimmed hat at the
amfAR Cannes Gala

Fans flock to Tina
Turner Museum to pay
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That's hilarious!! Do we have a release date yet as I'm sure they do
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Aloci9, Midlands, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Lol, I think you're right though.

22
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snowman63, Norfolk, 3 days ago

Here we go again,,,,,what we really want is for the government to come clean and admit the
truth,,,,,,that covid was really another name for the flu, no body has yet proved that there is a virus
called covid,,,,they need to admit that masks,lockdowns and social distancing was just a
experiment to see how many would do these stupid things..and finally they need to be prosecuted
for crimes against humanity.
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Lindam1767, Old Coulsdon, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

VERY well said

128
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Jane, edgware, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Well said, couldn't agree more

013
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Ukgremlin, St helier, Jersey, 3 days ago

Maybe stop illegal movement from one country to another. It would help contain disease. God
knows what we are letting into this country un checked!
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DickHertz7, Wokeshire, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The viruses are man made. It has nothing to do with illegals
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Terence, Norfolk, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

'yet unknown disease'. That shows what a joke this has become.
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Shadowman, London, 3 days ago

Covid wasn't particularly deadly overall - the spin and subsequent governmental actions in the
social experiment were far more deadly long term than the ramped up virus.
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Andrew, Pembrokeshire, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The only threat to the planet right now is the World Health Organisation.
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felinemad, Bolton, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

And the Gates Foundation, the WEF, NATO, the United Nations and the Tony Blair
Institute for Global Change.

032
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The_Truth talker, Melbourne, Australia, 3 days ago

How to prepare for the next Pandemic..... all nations withdraw form the UN and the funds of WEF
and Bill gates affiliates accounts frozen and members incarcerated... there you go Pandemic
prevented.
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JosieNZ, Auckland, New Zealand, 3 days ago

The next pandemic, for which the virus has already been created, is set for 2025. Supposedly the
vaccine for it is almost ready. Ask the WEF, WHO and Bill Gates, they know all about it. Check out
all the new lockable cabinets going into supermarkets and the new legislation powers being given
to the WHO. Social credits, vaccine mandates, 24/7 tracking, facial recognition etc here we come.
Everyone who has sat back idly and let this happen is responsible. What are we conspiracy
theorists called now that EVERYTHING we said is true?
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tribute to the musical
icon - who was a 'strong
influence on women'
and a 'fierce and
powerful' force 

The same show 34
years on - and Michael
Ball blows us away all
over again: PATRICK
MARMION reviews
Aspects of Love 
Impressive 

Bravo to a startling
new tenor: TULLY
POTTER reviews L'Elisir
d'Amore at
Glyndebourne Festival
Scored a triumph on the
first night

JAN MOIR: Gary
Lineker is claiming he
was not alluding to
Nazis when he accused
Government of using
'language not dissimilar
to that used in the 30s'

Imitation is a form of
flattery! From Jennifer
Lopez to Beyoncé,
contemporary artists
that draw inspiration
from Tina Turner's
iconic look and style

Bebe Rexha looks
sensational in a
glittering black figure
hugging gown as she
attends the Cannes
amfAR Gala
Looking good 

Halsey wows in semi-
sheer pink gown and
black gloves as she
attends star-studded
2023 amfAR gala during
76th Cannes Film
Festival

Jourdan Dunn puts on
a VERY leggy display in
a thigh-skimming red
strapless minidress as
she attends the amfAR
Gala in Cannes
Hard to miss 

Helena Christensen,
54, displays her ageless
visage in a pink
feathered gown with a
matching cape as she
graces the amFAR
Cannes gala

Lindsay Lohan proudly
shows off her growing
baby bump in black
swimsuit as she enjoys
a lavish getaway
Relaxed near Dubai on
Thursday  

Stephen Tompkinson
begins touring stage
premiere of new play in
first show since he was
cleared of GBH in trial
hell 
Back at work 

Holding back the
years... Mick Hucknall
shows he's still got
plenty left in the tank:
ADRIAN THRILLS
reviews Time by Simply
Red 

Julia Garner looks
flawless in a chic cream
waistcoat and trousers
set at the Nespresso
private dinner during
the Cannes Film
Festival
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Heath St John, London, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Hello. Thanks. I didn't hear that. The testimonies of funeral parlour workers online, with the fi
evidence of very long strands of protein being pulled out of corpses' veins is there to see, sh
all not have been removed, by now. These naturally impede blood flow and are causing man
deaths. I have decided what I believe is the cause. Everybody needs to decide for themselve
Thanks again.
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JosieNZ, Auckland, New Zealand, 2 days ago

Yes. It was only recently that a full rigourous autopsy was done on a person who died from h
the Covid vaccine. Dr John Campbell has a video. Billions of vaccines, one complete autops
believe people are still getting these vaccines.
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TrueWorldOrder777777, Bum, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Can you stop calling Tedros a doctor DM - hes a doctor or philosophy , not medicine! And thats the
least of his crimes. The WHO and tedros work for Gates/pharma who fund the majority of the
WHOs budget. They do not work for us - that is why the WHO are removing all language in
International Health Regulations that protects the rights to human dignity , privacy and freedom.
We must exit the WHO
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Tiggyressor, Uckfield, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

He's also a t e r r o r i s t
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Wonderland_Zoo, Cardiff, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Then 'Dr' is his correct title, idio t
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viviennebs, London, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Haven't we had enough or is this how humanity is going to end? I must admit, it frightens me.
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Emerald-Isla, Coleraine, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Given the fact the WHO completely failed to prevent Covid leaving China, I very much doubt they
would be of much help should another new virus emerge . What exactly is their purpose?
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Ant6695, Derby, 3 days ago

Just trying to stay in a job, a self appointed one !
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Article29-er, Derby, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

There is a new pandemic already sweeping the world that will kill millions, just as it has in the past.
That disease is tyrannical authoritarianism.
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Brox, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

You had a 99.9% chance of surviving covid. Lockdown was the biggest overreaction in history
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Ben, Carlisle, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The WHO are a much bigger threat to the Worlds health than any single virus.
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Mista Dabolina , content moderated, United States, 3 days ago

"...We're expecting this disease to arrive just prior to the 2024 election"
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Yarmond, Brisbane, Australia, 3 days ago

Strange, it was scientists who apparently gave us Covid. I think we should be more afraid of what
horrible disease they will create with their gain of function experiments and the like.
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Tina Turner said in a
1986 interview that she
turned down a role in
The Color Purple
because she felt it
would be too
'depressing' for her

JAN MOIR: Mizzy the
TikTok tormentor sums
up the casual depravity
of online culture
Mizzy is a new kind of
urban hero for the young
stupids

Feds are reportedly
going after Jen Shah's
earnings from RHOSLC
to pay victims of her
telemarketing fraud
scheme
Hot water

Bryan Cranston says
starring in a Wes
Anderson film is like
being an instrument in
an orchestra as he
promotes Asteroid City
in Cannes

Benedict Cumberbatch
wears a monster suit as
he is seen filming his
Netflix limited series
Eric with Gaby
Hoffmann in New York
City

Can't beat a little black
dress! Lady Mary
Charteris oozes
glamour in a mini frock
as she attends lavish
dinner at The National
Gallery's restaurant

Jonnie Irwin reveals
he kept terminal cancer
a secret so he could
keep providing for his
family as he slams A
Place In The Sun
bosses

Harry Styles shows off
his swing as he enjoys
a round of golf at the
iconic St Andrews
ahead of taking to the
stage for two shows in
Edinburgh

Bianca Gascoigne
wows in a statement
blouse and matching
wrap-skirt at the
premiere of Sir Andrew
Lloyd Webber's musical
Aspects of Love

Time to take command
of your little toy
soldiers: PETER
HOSKIN reviews Tin
Hearts
Puzzle games tend to be
kind of abstract

Emma Weymouth
leaves little to the
imagination in a
shimmering see-
through gown as she
attends the amfAR
Cannes Gala

Love Island's Davide
Sanclimenti and Ekin-
Su Culculoglu spark
concern among fans
after posting hospital
update from Italy
Worrying 

The fitness regime that
transformed Jeff Bezos
from scrawny bookstore
boss to buff billionaire:
OCTOPUS for breakfast
and hiring Tom Cruise's
personal trainer

Austin Butler, 31, and
Kaia Gerber, 21, NOT
engaged - after wild
rumors surfaced that
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allen23, manchester, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

It was actually patented,see David Martin on rum bl e

10
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Terra the Toffee, Melbourne, Australia, 3 days ago

The only threat to Mankind is the WHO. The WHO is the major disease and needs to be
eradicated!
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NonFerrous, Tauranga, New Zealand, 3 days ago

Don't forget the role WEF plays in this..... :-(

04
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Miss.A, Wanttogohome, Australia, 3 days ago

Most of you bent over last time, vilified anyone who didnt go along with the bs, demanded they
lose their jobs/ access to healthcare and society. Oh well. Youll bend over next time too because
youre weak, psychologically totalitarian in nature and stupid to say the least.
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Avery007, Dandenong, Australia, 3 days ago

Worked in nasty germ any and is still working today.

19
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Miss.A, Wanttogohome, Australia, 3 days ago

On a further note- Qld Health who sacked THOUSANDS of healthcare workers put
serious misconduct against the employment records of those wise ones who didnt comply
with mandates- ensuring they are never employed anywhere again. Social credit system
is here. Well done you compliant morons- look at the unliveable society you have helped
create!
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Dave Spartan, Droitwich, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The WHO works for the WEF. The WEF works for itself. I now work on the premise, if the WHO
say's something, do the opposite. 70% of it's funds come from big pharma.
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KaraKim_1, Loughton, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

We have our own professional body to help assess potential pandemics in HART. We
don't need the WHO scaremongering. Tendros has a dodgy past and only last week said
we were in a post Covid age. It's clearly not logical to listen to the WHO - many of them in
the WEF too.
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Klaus Owns Sunak, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Global Public-Private Partnership structure. Look it up folks.
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ErnieIrwin, North , United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Nobody believes WHO any more
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Legman, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

He needs locked up!

176
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Common sense.com, Bucks, 3 days ago

New attempt to take control of the world through scare-mongering. The WHO are already trying to
gain maximum control of each country with absolute power above any government and no one to
answer to. They are very dangerous and clearly not there to protect any of us!! Scary times.

075

Wary and Weary, World Travel-er, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

WHO and WEF probably fully aware of the release date of the next killer virus.

the Elvis star
proposed to Cindy
Crawford's daughter in
April

Ayesha Curry claims
her 2019 Red Table Talk
interview with Jada
Pinkett Smith about her
marriage to Stephen
Curry was edited to
make her 'sound crazy'
 

Is this Idris Elba's
James Bond moment?
The star shows off his
action star potential
while negotiating with
criminals in the tense
trailer for Hijack

'I've heard so much
about you': Kate charms
Professor Green's
grandmother, 80, who
raised the rapper as she
dons pink McQueen suit
for visit to carers 

Cardi B shows off a
hint of her sculpted
midsection in a
sleeveless crop top with
high-waisted jeans
while stepping out in
Beverly Hills

Stella Maxwell is the
epitome of glamour in
strapless black gown
with diamond collar and
gloves as she attends
the amfAR Cannes Gala
2023

Whoopi Goldberg
SLAMS American Idol
as 'downfall of society'
before backtracking as
producer reminds her
The View is on the
SAME network

Jasmine Tookes turns
heads in a figure-
hugging black sheer
gown as she attends the
star-studded amfAR
Cannes Gala 2023
Elegant

Alessandra Ambrosio
sets pulses racing in a
perilously plunging
sheer silver gown as
she makes a glamorous
arrival for Cannes'
amFAR gala

Cindy Bruna sparkles
in a strapless sequin
gown with dramatic
feathered hem at the
amfAR Cannes Gala
The French fashionista
looked phenomenal

Andie MacDowell, 65,
gets animated in a tight-
fitting bronze gown on
the red carpet at the
Last Summer premiere
during Cannes Film
Festival

Brie Larson displays
her taut midriff in a crop
top and lace maxi skirt
at the Perfect Days red
carpet premiere during
the Cannes Film
Festival

'I'm as big as Madonna
in Europe': Tina Turner
revealed how her career
renaissance in the
1980s sparked decision
to move to Switzerland
in resurfaced interview
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MsV87, Just Being Truthful Is All., United Kingdom, 3 days ago

PREPARE FOR A WORLD OF RESISTANCE. WE'VE HAD ENOUGH

275

Click to rate

robin34, london, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Man-made virus for man-made pandemic for man-made vacc for man-made wealth

2 of 3 replies See all replies
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Never Not Going To, UK, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

With the added bonus of reducing the population by a few million!

05

Click to rate

NonFerrous, Tauranga, New Zealand, 3 days ago

Don't forget the 10 to 15% EXTRA deaths that are occurring, Mainly in the "developed'
countries :-(

02

Click to rate

attitudeofdoubt, Truro, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

The deaths from the J A B are the equivalent of about 3 large passenger jets crashing in England
and Wales every week, with total loss of life - yet no real MSM or public interest and investigation!

074

Click to rate

DickHertz7, Wokeshire, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Looks like they've made another one. Remember to take no injections

174

Click to rate

MrMuckle, Birmingham, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Before our puppet politicians have us masked and locked down, let us all remember that as our
political class gathered in their groups to eat curry or birthday cake, they must have felt entirely
safe from the virus they told us was deadly. As they mixed freely, we were prevented from saying
goodbye to our dying relatives and Sir Keir Starmer was calling for stricter Covid restrictions than
Honest Boris was implementing, at the time. The ever obedient sheep will comply, as always. They
are the most pathetic of individuals and are incapable of thinking for themselves. The rest of us
better be ready to stand up for our freedoms and those of our children, no matter what the cost.
Better to die on our feet than live on our knees. OBEY THOSE MAGGOTS NO MORE.
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StopThisMadness, Cardiff, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Well said.

06

Click to rate

Lakes Walker, Lancaster, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The sheep will be delighted, another reason to cower behind their sofas and the workshy and bone
idle will be demanding to work from home again...

272
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injected, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

YOU ARE THE PATHOGEN, DR TEDROS

372
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Stndup-pshbk, East Coast, United States, 3 days ago

Zero credibility based on past history. Not a shred of honesty in his veins. Hes not even a medical
doctor; hes a puppet for the WEF/NWO.

071
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JosieNZ, Auckland, New Zealand, 2 days ago

....as per Bill Gates. Not a scientist, not a doctor and yet he's changed human health and
our immune systems to satisfy his own lust for power, money and control and nobody is
stopping him.

011

Stndup-pshbk, East Coast, United States, 2 days ago

Could not agree more!

Three new Gladiators
are REVEALED!
Weightlifter Sabre, NFL
rugby player Apollo and
20-year-old swimmer
Dynamite join the line-
up for show reboot

Jana Kramer is
engaged! The star
reveals she is set to tie
the knot with Allan
Russell... two years
after divorcing Mike
Caussin

Nepo baby 'chef'
Brooklyn Beckham
promotes new high-
brow Michelin app  - and
admits wife Nicola Peltz
shushes him when he
goes on about it 

Plot to kill the Queen
during trip to America in
1983 by man who
planned to drop 'an
object' from the Golden
Gate Bridge onto the
royal yacht is revealed

Joan Collins looks
glamorous in a leopard
print top for youthful
new snap - just two
days after celebrating
her milestone 90th
birthday

Barbie trailer: Margot
Robbie and Ryan
Gosling get ARRESTED
as they make disastrous
journey from Barbieland
to the real world in
second official teaser 

Katie Price to 'launch
emotional new TV
series' to document the
'highs and lows' of her
surrogacy journey to
become a mum to her
sixth child

Sam and the city!
Reality star Faiers puts
on a VERY busty
display as she steps out
in New York after
launching collagen
brand at Saks 

Harry Styles fans' fury
after 'restricted view'
arena seating leaves
them facing a screen for
the concert's duration -
with the star singing
'sorry about your seats'

Bebe Rexha says she
wishes haters would
stop making nasty
remarks about her
weight gain from PCOS
because it 'messes' with
her: 'It's tough'

Priyanka Chopra
experienced a
'dehumanizing moment'
on a film 20 years ago
when she was asked to
show her undies...
causing her to quit 

Inside Tina Turner's
bizarre connection to
Cheryl after it emerged
legendary late
performer followed the
British singer's life and
career 

Heartwarming moment
performers and tearful
fans hold one-minute
silence for Tina Turner
at West End musical -
as show tickets sell out
after icon's death

Selling Sunset star
Nicole Young says she
is receiving death
threats... as her
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never again...., uk, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Politicians are the deadliest virus.

171

Click to rate

La Pasionaria, Leave NATO, Spain, 3 days ago

And it's the top of the irony when the US or European politicians call you a conspiracy
theorist when they are the ones who are always lying. Also what they call conspiracy
theories are usually real crimes comited by them.

021
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never again...., uk, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Totally and always

03

Click to rate

oheyguys, over there, United States, 3 days ago

No one is going to buy this. They overplayed their hand on the last phony pandemic. The people
won't stand for it. No more.

571

Click to rate

GemGem78, Norwich, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

So it was named Covid-19 due to the year of the outbreak... yet WHO released a list of 9
concerning diseases in 2018, of which Covid-19 was one... then in 2019 a "mysterious" virus
occured in China... Someone's telling porkies. Or time travel has been invented.

070

Click to rate

dyzanne1, Madera, United States, 3 days ago

It was a plandemic.

130

Click to rate

Pavel Faigl, Brisbane, Australia, 3 days ago

Beautiful. I wonder who will cook this up. China is now out of bounds...so only USA would qualify to
bring such a blessing upon all of us. Wonderful.

170
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StopThisMadness, Cardiff, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Ukraine. It's one of the reasons there is fighting going on there.

16

Click to rate

My_voice_matters_too, Los Angeles, United States, 3 days ago

Another politically-funded disease? Say it isn't so.

270

Click to rate

TheBronzedAdonis, Houghton, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

This is absolutely hilarious. Tedros was caught trying to cover up Cholera epidemics back in his
homeland and you wouldn't trust him to tell you the time in a room full of clocks. Covid STILL hasn't
been isolated or purified under the rules of Koch's postulate. They know there's another "virus" or
illusion of a virus on its way as they are planning it. Some will be to cover up the effects of the so
called vaccine, some will be to garner more state control and big brother impositions but perhaps
most importantly (for them at least), as per Covid it will justify yet another huge transfer of wealth
from the poor, working and middle classes to the elite. These people won't stop until they got the
lot.

169
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Chilldwall, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Yeh thousand of migrants are coming into This country unchecked that is why some of the
childhood illnesses are on the increase. Also the likes of TB.

369

Click to rate

HereticJones, Devon, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Who put that Ethiopian Marxist T error ist in charge of the World's Health?

068

Click to rate

Mr-Tea, Cockfosters, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

I'm sure Pfizer already have the vaccine ready.
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nemesis Chrishell
Stause urges the haters
to back off

'A certified BOP!':
Peter Andre fans go
wild as his cheesy 1998
cover of Kiss The Girl
resurfaces in the wake
of The Little Mermaid
reboot 

Oprah Winfrey reveals
Tina Turner told her she
was 'ready to go' during
2019 hospital stay - as
the late music icon's
true feelings about
death are revealed

'I love how refined,
sexy and playful it is':
Braless Victoria
Beckham sizzles in a
VERY racy backless
gown from her latest
collection 

Pregnant Rose Leslie
showcases her bump in
a white T-shirt while on
a stroll - as she
prepares to welcome
her second child with
husband Kit Harington

Tina Turner is #1 on
iTunes! Her 1984 single
What's Love Got To Do
With It is on top of the
charts... a day after she
dies at age 83

Sylvester Stallone's
family reality TV show is
renewed for a second
season at Paramount+...
just one week after the
series debuted
Popular  

Meet Camilla and
Charlie! Sweet moment
King and Queen are
introduced to their mini-
mes on visit to County
Armagh (and they even
have their own crowns)

Dark Side of the Loon:
Pink Floyd's Roger
Waters sparks outrage
after dressing as a Nazi
SS officer in Berlin and
comparing a dead
journalist to Holocaust
victim Anne Frank

Love Island's Antigoni
Buxton showcases her
tanned figure in a tiny
black thong bikini as
she hits the beach in
Mykonos

The award for most
cleavage goes to... Heidi
Klum, Salma Hayek and
Sydney Sweeney! Stars
that flaunted their
chests at Cannes... as
festival winds down

Ashley Tisdale is
effortlessly chic in a
gray sweater that
matches her winter
beanie as she adds a
long black coat

Florence Pugh shows
off her edgy new buzz
cut as she takes a break
from filming We Live In
Time to enjoy a swanky
dinner with pals in
Rome

Pregnant Ferne McCann
reveals she wants her
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WhiteTroll, Under the bridge, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

It's only a shower. You'll be fine...

6

Click to rate

The Real Mr Darcy, Reading, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Michelle Pizpher

0
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mondeceitomoocher, Sunny CA Britain Really , United States, 3 days ago

Sorry old boy but no more lockdowns or jibby jabbies, once bitten, as they say.

168
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shelley1964, westport, United States, 3 days ago

They never give up, do they?

067
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rrdakotaRT, Naples, United States, 3 days ago

Of course this will be manufactured and announced September 2024.......

067
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Chris, Back of Beyond, Australia, 3 days ago

I suppose there will be mRNA "vaccines" for all of them.

167
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lissyanne, Chicago, United States, 3 days ago

But not till after the next election is over

117
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Pete1TT, Swindon, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

They lied duped most people into taking their poison vaccine no one was allowed to travel unless
they took the poison. Gullible idiots do not detect this deceit nor understand their manipulative
schemes.
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billiwilliams, Des Moines, United States, 3 days ago

Go away and don't come back.

166
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home birth to appear
in her reality show (but
fiancé Lorri Haines
needs convincing!)

Georgia Fowler
showcases her model
physique in a brown
floral bikini and crochet
maxi skirt while out and
about in Cannes

Ekin-Su Culculoglu
puts on a busty display
in a black bikini top and
orange trousers as she
soaks up in the sun in
Ibiza with beau Davide
Sanclimenti 

Barbie soundtrack
revealed: Dua Lipa is
joined by Lizzo, Ice
Spice, Charli XCX (and
even Ryan Gosling!) as
full tracklisting is
unveiled 

Precious in Pink!
Queen Máxima struts
her stuff in elegant
recycled co-ord as she
awards a tech prize in
Nijmegen
Bold look  

It was where his
mother became Queen.
And where his son
proposed. No wonder
King Charles has made
Kenya the first stop on
Commonwealth mission

'They made a mockery
of her horrific abuse':
Tina Turner fans BLAST
Beyoncé and Jay-Z for
vile reference to Ike
Turner's treatment of his
late wife in 2013 hit 

Barbie star Margot
Robbie explains why
America's favorite doll
is 'sexualized' but
should never be sexy:
'She's plastic, she
doesn't have organs'

Sofia Vergara models
a low-cut leotard as she
shops for lingerie after
an Italian lunch with her
girlfriends in Beverly
Hills

'It was the most
surreal experience in
my life': Lewis Capaldi
invites lucky teenage
fan on stage for duet at
intimate Bristol gig
Surprised

'A blink of an eye and
here we are!' Cat Deeley
pays a sweet tribute to
husband Patrick Kielty
with throwback Fame
Academy snap from 21
years ago

Coronation Street fans
call out MAJOR plot
holes as Faye Windass
leaves the cobbles after
ending her relationship
with fiancé Craig Tinker

Georgina Rodriguez
looks divine in a purple
mini dress with racy
thigh-high split as she
leaves the Hotel
Martinez during the
Cannes Film Festival
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